THE PASSION ISSUE
WHAT MOVES YOU?

HEAR FROM DANCERS, COUNSELORS, SUPPORTERS, STAFF & FRIENDS
Redefining one’s career has - at the heart of it - a point of some fear, pain, release, acceptance and then celebration; one may akin it to rebirth. Everyday and each year, I am privileged to witness dancers renew the concept of themselves and own their talents, skills and power of creation. Standing on the sideline of their journeys is a sacred role I honored. Career Transition For Dancers stands as a guardian of faith in dancers’ abilities and as an ambassador of change.

Through our individual and group counseling, Career Conversations program, Scholarships and Grant awards, National Outreach Project, Stepping Into Hope & Change national career development conferences, online media resources and offices in New York City, Los Angeles and Chicago, we seek to protect the soul and hope of the transitioning dancer. By extension of our mission, we remind dancers that their unrivaled discipline, creativity and dedication never cease to exist but will grow and transform. This is our charge and for this I am thankful.

Please enjoy this issue of MovingOn, highlighting amazing stories of success, triumph and renewal.
was asked to write a short piece for Career Transition For Dancers on the subject of what inspires me, and I thought about what that meant. For me it is a moment when talent, hard work and artistry are so powerful that all my emotions seem to converge in a single unexplainable feeling of such joy that it brings tears to my eyes.

Those inspiring things for me can be as varied as seeing a painting by Jackson Pollock or Joan Mitchell, hearing the voice of Audra MacDonald, seeing a ballet by George Balanchine, reading a poem by Maya Angelou or seeing a great actor commit to a role with every inch of their being. Great art and artists will always inspire, but I realize that inspiration also comes to me from my own community of co-workers, friends and peers. True, Broadway (yes, those are my people) is filled with artists, but I am always amazed and inspired by their diverse talent and how they are able to channel that talent into new areas.

I am never more reminded of this as we prepare for the Between Shows Get Together at Sardi’s dinner underwritten by the Shubert Foundation each year. I have been honored to be one of the hosts the last few years and to serve as a member of the Program Development Committee. As we planned for this year, we were thinking of people to help us host the event. I was so proud to hear suggestions from my co-workers and friends of people like Jerry Mitchell, Mary MacLeod, Mary Ann Lamb, Sergio Trujillo, Casey Nicholaw and Joanne Hunter, who have channeled their artistry into new areas of creativity and work, many of whom are still performing. They have expanded their dancing talent into choreography, directing, stage managing, and teaching. They are wonderful examples of success for the Sardi’s event each year.

This year I was unable to attend, but I got an email from Chad Seib. He and David Baum are both dancers in the Broadway show *MARY POPPINS*. Together they started a website design company called Sight Line Web Design. They are actually designing my new website, but he emailed to tell me about how wonderful and inspiring this year’s Sardi’s event was for him. His wife, the dancer Sae La Chin, spoke about her company SayBayBee, and he was so proud of her. While working on Broadway she started a company that helps parents prepare and plan for their new baby. This reminded me that his partner David Baum’s fiancée, Leslie Goddard, also a Broadway dancer, has started her own photography company. These are four talented Broadway artists who have expanded their artistry into new and inspiring areas. As a volunteer Board of Directors member, that brought a tear to my eye.

- Caitlin Carter
  Board of Directors’ Member | Producer | Dancer | Actress
As a three year old I knew that dance was going to be my life. My love only expanded as I begged for lessons, doing everything I could to earn my way, from working in a candy factory at 14 to winning scholarships. All my curiosity and schooling were dedicated to dance, following its history and performers as my inspiration. Seeing my first *Giselle* with Nora Kaye and Alicia Alonzo, I cried on cue at *The Red Shoes* – cinching my devotion. I was hooked!

So with a one-way ticket from Chicago to New York, I began my journey through Ballet Russe, studying with such legendary teachers as Anatole Vilzak (Anna Pavlova’s partner), Leon Danielian, Perry Brunson and Ballet Theatre’s William Dollar. I was impelled into a professional career in dance, ballet and on Broadway with Richard Rodgers, Jack Cole, Ethel Merman, Gemze DeLappe, Onna White, George Abbott, finally moving to L.A. and directing and choreographing for movies, TV, commercials, and music videos.

However, the time finally came when, because of circumstances and injuries, my career after 40 years in dance was over – an overwhelming reality filled with feelings of loss and shame. After wondering what I’d do to support my child and myself, I saw a small ad in Backstage

**Fulfilling My Dreams In The West**

In a time when resources are so scarce, Career Transition For Dancers would be doing only half its job of supporting dancers’ career transition endeavors if we did not provide financial assistance to those who need it to further their transition process.

The organization has a strong history of supporting higher education and degree programs and providing expert advice and funding for new business enterprises. We realize that these two services can be defining conduits for helping dancers to pursue and fulfill their dreams. I see this program as being the means by which dreams are transformed into realistic attainable goals. Once a dancer is clear as to the next step they want to take, this program helps them move toward a viable plan of action.

To that end, since 1985 Career Transition For Dancers has awarded over 4.1 million dollars in scholarship and grant awards. Yes Virginia, there can be a life after dance and we’re here to help make it possible.

- Ann Barry
  Founding Director | Grants Administrator
for Career Transition For Dancers. In my first meeting with my career counselor, I took one look at the Kleenex box and cried for two weeks straight...I realized that I didn’t know if I’d ever find something that made me as happy and fulfilled as my dance career.

Fortunately, with the guidance of the career counselor, I was encouraged and began to reach out to a new life of discovery. I decided to try every tiny dream I ever had: being a trader in the Mercantile Exchange, helping needy families, being an agent, teaching reading and English overseas and going back to school to get my degree. When I was dancing I had no time to follow through with any of those desires so I stuffed them deep inside me…waiting to be rediscovered. I then turned those ideas into actions and began to volunteer for everything, just to learn. I flew to Chicago for a weekend course in pit trading at the Mercantile Exchange. I scrubbed floors to learn computer skills. I sorted out imaginings that didn’t work for me from those that did. I followed my dreams and kept that fire going inside me.

In the middle of my journey of discovery, Ann Barry, Career Transition For Dancers’ Executive Director at the time, asked me if I would be interested in being the Administrator for the Los Angeles office. I had to think about it. Did I want to cut this wonderful exploration short? Then I realized that my work with Career Transition For Dancers would allow me to give back to my wonderful dance community in more ways than I had ever dreamt. I knew what it meant to become a professional dancer/choreographer. I knew what it meant to be out of work or injured, what it meant to know that a career was winding down, what it took to build a bridge to another profession, to start over again, and to reach out to dancers and create conversations that would help them in the transition process. Finally I had found a field that fulfilled me as much as a dance career, albeit in different ways, while continuing to be challenged and excited each step of the way. The possibilities of growth were endless and that’s what finally moved me to help dancers and the dance community. My spirit is and always will be with dance and dancers.

- JoAnne DiVito
Los Angeles Career Transition For Dancers’ Administrator

---

Grants & Scholarship Calendar

The Caroline H. Newhouse Scholarship Fund
Provides $2,000 scholarships or grants to initiate an academic or retraining process or to help professional dancers with startup money for a new business. Eligibility for financial assistance is based on work history as a professional dancer. Dancers who are eligible must complete an application form and provide documentation of a performing work history.

2011 Deadline for Submissions: August 31 | November 2, 2011

The Sono Osato Scholarship Program for Graduate Studies
Provides $5,000 scholarships toward graduate degrees in fields other than performance dance. The Osato scholarship program was created to help dancers meet the substantial financial commitments that come with the pursuit of a graduate-level degree. Areas of graduate study supported by the scholarship include professional degrees (law and medicine), the medical arts (nursing, physician’s assistant, physical therapy, etc.), the helping professions (social work, counseling, psychology, creative arts therapies, etc.), physical and social sciences, education, business and the humanities.

2012 Deadline for Submissions: March 30, 2012

For updates on deadlines and eligibility guidelines please visit our website at:
https://www.careertransition.org/Programs/ScholarshipsAndGrants/Eligibility
Stepping Into Hope & Change started as a concept in the fall of 2009 when our ongoing national financial crisis began to deeply affect the dance and not-for-profit worlds: performing arts budgets were slashed or running at deficits, dance companies closed, a wide spectrum of our dancers were unemployed for longer periods of time, and the trickledown effect impacted training for new careers, side careers and life/family decisions.

We knew we had to dramatically address our dancers’ changing work environments. Career Transition For Dancers’ Executive Director, Alexander J. Dubé, brought in an idea from Michael Kaiser, CEO of the Kennedy Center and Career Transition For Dancers’ National Advisory Committee Member, to present our signature brand of career counseling to the dance community.

As the only full service career development program for dancers across the United States, we ramped up the volume to provide a full day of programming to remind our dancers we are their home base and safety net, in good times and bad, for both practical and emotional aspects of change.

I am passionate about Career Transition For Dancers’ philosophy: unlimited lifetime/career span development services for all dancers, at any point in their careers, at no charge, whenever they start, stop, touch base or resume. No cookie cutter approach for us!

When our annual Stepping Into Hope & Change conferences open the doors, I am passionate about our dancers leaping or gliding into the room, full of expectation, both those who will have joyful reunions and those who are making their debuts with us (58 new clients this past April in NYC). I am filled with passion for the WE and US: our team/our community.

As a staff, we are moved as our dancers speak from their hearts; tell and show their new skills and ongoing stories: whether as a main speaker panelist, or through spontaneous sharing – with another dancer or within the community. They express thanks that they can do this at these events.

I am full of pride for my colleagues as we take risks with new ways of offering career tools and services, nurturing one’s passion, finding “right fit” speakers and panelists, and how to share this information during the event and online for our dancer communities around the country. I know that our dancers trust us to provide the forums and do as much as we can in any given day.

We have had two Stepping Into Hope & Change events in NYC, 2010 and 2011, one Los Angeles and one scheduled in Chicago on Sunday, October 2, 2011! We then continue to step into hope and change both to prepare in the present and as steps to the future.

- Lauren S. Gordon
MSW, LCSW, NYC Career Counselor
I am moved by seeing dancers express human emotion in a way that words cannot. When a dancer’s body can no longer help a dancer express oneself the way it once did, I am moved to help that dancer learn a new way to share his/her passion with the world.

I am moved to help my many friends who are dancers to have other options when they choose to move on from performing.

I am moved to empower my community to advocate for themselves. I am moved to find new business models that will enable artists and my peers to make work on their terms while earning a decent living.

I am moved by the way that children learn to dance and find joy in its discipline and rewards.

All of these things drive me to connect with as many dancers as possible. When annually coordinating workshops in six (6) cities for the National Outreach Projects, I thoroughly research all the dancers and former dancers in the community.

Accessing dancers around the country with in-person workshops is imperative to our mission to support all dancers, even if they can only reach us via phone and online. This ambition and passion wakes me up every morning and keeps me focused despite the challenges our industry faces.

- Kaylen Ratto
  Gala Coordinator | Client Outreach


dancing to me was about having fun. before i called any jobs, i started dancing with a couple of friends and we formed a group called amountboyz. back then dance was not at the heights it is now. we danced on the streets for money, joined talent shows, and performed at local block parties in the summer. once i started to work in the professional world of dance, i noticed a couple things that i wanted to change. dancers were not getting paid on time.

the challenge of getting paid a decent amount was also presented to me a number of times. this is when i started to think outside the box. before agents and managers were a big part of the nyc dance scene, you had to handle your own rates for jobs.

the companies or managers that hired dancers did not care about our rates. you had to be a pest to get paid, so having an agent or manager helped a lot once they were set up in nyc. being a performer, we look at the business side of things. with a different eye, different ideas filled my head. i knew what dancers and performers wanted, needed, and loved to do, so i started to work on my own projects.

for example when i’m looking for a venue i’m not only thinking about how many people can fit inside, i’m also thinking about the sound system at max volume. does the stage have a sprung wood floor? where are the dressing rooms? can you enter and exit from both sides? the list goes on and on. some of these things are not considered in popular dance styles, it’s left to the performer to make the best of it.

when doing business i look to please the artist and the audience. it excites me that i’ve been able to learn so much through my experiences of dancing with different artists on tours and that i can help the next generation coming in the door. i can show them how to make choices for both business and artistic development.

dancers need to give both equal amounts of energy to have success.

- Anthony Rue II
  Dancer | Arts Advocate
I have spent the last 25 years of my life focused on a very singular goal, that of becoming a professional dancer. Unaware of what it would ultimately require of me, I started dancing as a very young child. Even then, I was certain that if I dedicated all of my energies toward this dream, I would attain it; and, in truth, my path has managed to closely follow that plan.

I attended numerous dance schools of recognition and have had many opportunities that most aspiring dancers can only imagine. I attended The Juilliard School and have been a member of the Hubbard Street Dance organization in Chicago organization for over seven years. Nonetheless, a dancer’s career is short-lived by its very nature. The stresses of dance on the human body are great and eventually, it simply stops working as healthfully and efficiently as it once did. I found myself at that point last year. Refusing to believe that I had nothing more to offer the world, I looked both inward and outward to discover the next stage of my personal evolution.

I started reading various periodicals including National Geographic, Audubon, and the Atlantic in order to recalibrate my concept of the world at large. In reading numerous articles outlining current events, I became furious, disgusted by environmental destruction borne of ignorance, misguidance, and greed. Believing that I am capable of so much more than what I have achieved thus far, it is paramount that I continue to do something that allows me to make a difference in the world. I have already found (and wielded) the strength within myself to move audiences; it is now time to use that power towards a different end. Too realistic to believe that people will simply want to behave better of their own volition, I want to direct and influence others so that they may become better stewards of the planet.

I came to the conclusion, through much thorough deliberation, that above anything else, I want to study environmental law. Law school will give me the detailed and focused education that will arm me to take on my challenge of becoming a participant in policy creation and regulation. I have survived a career in professional dance and despite my lack of practical experience in law, believe that I can apply that which is currently required of me towards this new endeavor. As a dancer, I already possess many important skills in a field where tradition and precedent is established, individual strength is respected, ability to think and react quickly is necessary, and intelligently directed creativity as a means of development is admired. I am, above anything else, disciplined.

I am honored that in August of this year, I will be joining the Class of 2014 at the University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law. If my past successes are any indication of the future, I am going to be just fine.

- Laura Halm
Chicago Dancer-Client | Law School Student
Dance moves me.

When I was 8 years old I saw my first dance class. My older sister began taking Jazz class and my mother brought me along to wait during the one-hour class. Not one for sitting still, I began to copy what they were doing in the hallway. After that continued for a few weeks, my mother decided to enroll me in the next session and I’ve never looked back since.

I spent my school years balancing studying with my rigorous dance training. I did it all: ballet, tap, jazz, modern, musical theater, even Celtic dancing. While my classmates were going shopping and to the movies, I was taking dance class. Fortunately, I was able to travel all over the United States for dance competitions and workshops.

I continued dancing through college, attending Ohio State University and receiving my BFA in Dance. A glitch in the freshman housing assignments led me to learn early on about persuading others about the importance and professionalism of the arts. I was housed in the Engineering dorm – I can’t even tell you how many people said “Dance, that’s a major?” Although it was frustrating at the time, my passion for dance was so strong that I tried to convince everyone how special and valuable it is!

Although I never pursued a professional dance career, dance has continued to be the driving force in my life. I spent time after college studying Labanotation in order to become a Professional Notator. I was driven by the need to make sure dance works were preserved, and could be performed on stage no matter how long ago they were choreographed. Even though I wasn’t performing, I was motivated by the fact that my work would help preserve the diverse and intricate history of dance.

Over the past few years, I have put my passion for dance to work while fundraising for arts organizations. Who better to convince others of the importance of supporting dance? I feel so fortunate that I am able to use my skills to help other dancers. While the arts are always one of the first things to go when the economy sours, the recession gave me an opportunity to passionately explain the need for supporting dance to donors, foundations and audiences.

Almost twenty years after seeing my first dance class, I'm still dancing. I try to take class once a week, because although I am doing my part to help dance, I have to do something to help myself. That one class helps to remind me why I spend my time fundraising. There is nothing else that I have done that makes me feel the way that I do when I dance! I want everyone to have that feeling!

- Jennifer Garda
Former Development Associate

To think that the average dancers’ performing career could end around age 30 devastates me. I am an avid ballet lover and attend many diverse performances. Watching these impassioned artists touches my heart and by extension compels me to give back. Career Transition For Dancers is an organization very dear to my heart. The services they provide are essential to the health and lifespan of a dancer. The more I began to understand the challenges faced by dancers, the more I championed supporting programs for dancers.

In my city of Palm Beach, we are a close-knit community of art lovers. I knew if I were to create an opportunity for my fellow community members to learn more about services provided by Career Transition For Dancers, they too would champion and support programs that cared for the entire lifespan of dancers.

To touch the hearts of my friends and fellow snowbirds, I created a luncheon event to combine two things Palm Beach is known for: Dance and Fashion. This combination was the birth of the Palm Beach Fashion Awards.

For this past year, I asked all the major national ballet and dance companies to loan me two costumes; one male and one female. All done with appreciation for the programs, services and scholarships offered to and received by professional dancers when their performance career had come to an end. The dance students from The Alexander W. Dryfoos, Jr. School of the Arts modeled the costumes while a narrator shared the year the ballet was created, the choreographer, the donating company’s name and the star of the ballet. It was the most unique fashion show any guest had ever seen. Everyone raved! I am pleased to report that this year, we have raised $20,000 for programs and services at Career Transition For Dancers.

In Florida alone, Career Transition For Dancers has assisted 94 dancer-clients and has awarded $101,700 in scholarships and grants. Knowing that I helped to increase these numbers moves me beyond words.

- Anka K. Palitz
Vice President, Board of Directors

L to R: Anka K. Palitz and Simon Teakle

Opening Heart
Expressing Soul

To think that the average dancers’ performing career could end around age 30 devastates me. I am an avid ballet lover and attend many diverse performances. Watching these impassioned artists touches my heart and by extension compels me to give back. Career Transition For Dancers is an organization very dear to my heart. The services they provide are essential to the health and lifespan of a dancer. The more I began to understand the challenges faced by dancers, the more I championed supporting programs for dancers.

In my city of Palm Beach, we are a close-knit community of art lovers. I knew if I were to create an opportunity for my fellow community members to learn more about services provided by Career Transition For Dancers, they too would champion and support programs that cared for the entire lifespan of dancers.
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When the call for help goes out, dancers respond. During Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS’ twice-annual audience appeals, dancers of Broadway’s musicals hold buckets and rally audiences to give from their hearts.

At our annual Flea Market & Grand Auction, dancers shine brightly among the scores of volunteers setting up tables and hawking one-of-a-kind show memorabilia.

And we certainly would not have enjoyed two successful decades of Broadway Bares if it weren’t for the unending graciousness and dedication of the talented corps of dancers who give so much of themselves to make Bares one of our most popular annual events.

This commitment and support from New York City’s extraordinary community of dancers – both within the musical theatre world and from the most prestigious performing arts companies – are among the reasons Broadway Cares embraced Dancers Responding to AIDS as one of its key affiliate fundraising programs.

Much of a dancer’s daily life is spent in front of a mirror, watching and evaluating every movement, every small gesture. But that mirror is only a reflection of the present, sometimes a barrier for the dancer to see the future.

Career Transition For Dancers breaks down that wall. It’s an organization that for 26 years has helped everyone in the community of dancers to not just look ahead, but plan for a fulfilling second life after dance.

Embracing the same supportive mission that fuels Broadway Cares, Career Transition For Dancers helps guide dancers’ self-evaluation and discovery of practical, post-dance career options while motivating them to achieve their long-term goals. It’s also the only organization in the nation to provide assistance, through scholarships and grants specifically to help dancers’ careers.

Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS shares a long history with and a special affinity for Career Transitions For Dancers as both organizations came of age in the late ‘80s, a time of great trauma and concern for our community. Many of those who helped launch the organization also played key roles in helping BC/EFA establish itself in those early days, perhaps none more so than Eddie Weston, a former Broadway dancer, longtime Equity counselor, Actors Fund Trustee and a beloved member of the theatre community both in New York City and Los Angeles.

Eddie encouraged dancers of every generation to rally behind Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS efforts as he championed the importance of the work Career Transition For Dancers was first putting in place for those same performing artists in times of difficulty and transition. With this mutually beneficial relationship always in mind, BC/EFA is proud, now more than 20 years later, to be a longtime supporter of Career Transition For Dancers’ essential work.

Broadway Cares salutes the important services offered to our colleagues in the community by Career Transition For Dancers. It is a time-honored, on-going and welcome collaboration that first set the bar and continues to prove today that what we do together makes a difference.

- Tom Viola
  Executive Director | Grantor (BROADWAY CARES/EQUITY FIGHTS AIDS)

Career Transition For Dancers Abroad

On June 23 and 24 Berlin’s Stiftung TANZ – Transition Zentrum Deutschland hosted the annual conference of the International Organization of the Transition of Professional Dancers (IOTPD), attended by the executive directors of the transition centers in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, The Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Poland and Germany. The IOTPD addressed current trends relating to regional programs and services on behalf of its dancers/clients, and the affects of each country’s reduced government funding.

During this meeting Mr. Dubé represented the United States of America and shared the successes and challenges of the transitioning American dancer. To learn more about The International Organization for the Transition of Professional Dancers (IOTPD), please visit: www.iotpd.org
Before entering the Dance and human services world a little over a year ago, I didn’t know Alwin Nikolais from Pilobolus, and had only dabbled in the occasional Pilates or tap class in college. However, I was well versed in an art form that goes hand in hand with dance: music. I’ve been playing bassoon for ten years. Since working at Career Transition For Dancers I’ve been moved to explore all kinds of dance. I’ve struggled with complicated wrist rotations in Flamenco, tested my personal boundaries as I tangoed with strangers, attended a classical Indian dance workshop, which turned out to be taught in Hindi, and frustrated a Salsa instructor to tears who tried desperately to switch my ‘on1’ to ‘on 2’.

All of these adventures in dance have been challenging, stretching my comfort zone and giving me a tremendous amount of respect and admiration for the dancers that walk through our doors everyday. I am moved by the aspirations I see materialize in front of me.

Each grant cycle I am amazed at our dancer-clients’ determination to find new career paths. From innovative business ideas to advanced degrees, our dancers are tirelessly pursuing the next chapter of their lives, all while continuing to perform nightly in Broadway shows or traveling on tour for months on end.

I am also inspired by the dedication of our staff. I am proud to work for an organization that fosters the confidence to transition, encourages emotional self-exploration, and provides the tools to adapt in today’s increasingly competitive workforce.

- Dana Lutt
  Administrative Assistant I Communication Coordinator

National Outreach Calendar

Seattle, WA
September 9-10

Charlotte, NC
September 23-24

San Francisco, CA
October 21-22

Atlanta, GA
November (date TBA)

For more dates, time, locations and details, please visit our schedule of events page at: CareerTransition.org/OnlineResources/Schedule
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Gail & Alfred Engelberg
Nina & James Essey - TemPositions Group of Companies
The Charles Evans Foundation
Mary Lou Falcone & Nicholas Zann
Margaret & John Falk
Patricia & Edward Falkenberg
Myrna Felder, Esq.
The Ferriday Fund
Alfred Fiandaca
Rodolfo Filho
Cynthia Fischer, Esq. & Lan Rice
Kenneth Fishel
Kathleen Foster
Barbara Fox - Bordiga
Mary Ann Fribourg
Mignon Ganne
Gideon Gartner
Cynthia & Stanley Gingold
Cynthia Gregory
Eileen Guarino
Burks Hamner
Jill & Marty Handelsman
Harlequin
Annelise Harstick
LeeAnn Havner
Judith M. Hoffman
H. Hayden Hosford
Houston Ballet - C.C. Conner & Stanton Welch
Denise & Alan Jaffe
Jewish Communal Fund
Olga & Eric Jorgensen
Ann & Arnold Jurdem
George S. Kaufman - Kaufman Astoria Studios
Elysehbeth Kleinhaus
Carolyn Kendall
Mary Theresa & Dr. Roosey Khawly
Richard Kielar & Juan Christian Zimmermann
Louise & Stephen Kornfeld
Sandra & Gregory Kriser
Dr. Susan Krysiewicz & Thomas Bell
Nanette Laitman
Stewart Lane & Ms. Bonnie Comley
Angela Lansbury - The Corymore Foundation
Libby Larsen & Jim Reece
Robert Linton
John L. Loeb, Jr.
Audrey Love Charitable Foundation
Kay G. & J. Peter Lyons
Gail & Richard Maidman
George Marshall
Bettie McCarthy - Kraut & Gary Kraut
James Meany
The Edith Meiser Foundation
Veronica Atkins Mersentes
Miami City Ballet - Edward Villella
Lori A. Milken - The Milken Family Foundation
Naze & Joe Moinian
Philip Mouquinho
Ruth A. Mueller
Tom Mulvaney
Judith Murat - Grubman
Nashville Ballet - Paul Vasterling
Helen & James Neuberger

Robyn Ann Newhouse, Ph.D.
New York City Ballet - Peter Martins
Mary Nimkoff
Daniel L. Nir & Jill E. Braufman Family Foundation, Inc.
Carol & Nicholas Paumgarten - Steps on Broadway
Jane Powell & Dick Moore
Thomas Quick
Sonja Rand & Anthony Kane
Lewis S. Raniere
Dina Recanati
Gena & Nick Reed
Teresa Reyes & Martin Monas, in memory of Maryelle Reyes
Victoria Lasdon Rose & Donald J. Rose, M.D.
Paola Bacchini - Rosenshein & Arnold Rosenshein
Bernard Schwartz
Barbara Selz
Vivian Serota
Jean & Martin Shafiroff
Victor Shargai
George Shapiro
Irene & Fred Sherr
Patricia & Thomas Shiah
Dr. Daniel J. Smith
Donna & Richard Soloway
Vada & Ted Stanley
Janice & James Stanton - The World Wide Group
Barbara & Donald Tober
University of North Carolina School of the Arts - School of Dance
Bernard Van der Linden
Leo Vecellio
Honey Waldman
Anne Williams & Antonio Elmaleh
Wishnick Foundation - Isabel Brown & G.S. Irving
Gabe M. Wolosky
Maria & Philip L. Yang

$500-$999
Ruth & Louis Aledort
American Guild of Variety Artists
Judith Anderson & Donald Grody
Atlanta Ballet - John McFall
Mark Baird
Veronica & James Baker
The George Balanchine Trust
Christopher R. Bellando - Lutz & Carr, CPA
Edith C. Blum Foundation
Cornelia & Martin Bregman
Ricardo Breu,Via Brasil/Churrascaria Plataforma
Brooklyn Academy of Music
Iris & B. Gerald Cantor Foundation
Joel Cavadel
Cedar Lake Contemporary Ballet-Benoit-Swan Pouffer
Jeannette & John Cibinic
Patricia Cody
Jeanne Donovan Fisher
Daniel E. Drennen - Palm Beach Concierge
Janet & Phillip Dresden
Deborah Dubowy
Loti Falk Gaffney
Hedy Fawcett
Wendy Federman
Alfred Fisher
The Janet and Avery Fisher Foundation
Mark Freitas
The Barry Friedberg and Charlotte Moss Family Foundation
Leo Gelfiner - Robert Bush Partnership
Elaine & Joel Goldstein - Mercedes Distribution Center, Inc.
Steve Goodwillie
Cheryl Gowdy
Karin Greene
Sadie Z. & John C. Hall, Jr.
Callistheni Hayes
Bridget Healey
James Held and Kenn Karakul Charitable Foundation
Linda Heier & Ed Gross
Robert Hevner
Fred Hoff
Ellen Hope
JACLO Industries - Lawrence Brodey
The Joyce Theater - Linda Shelton
Barbara & Christopher Kende
Florence B. Kahn
Linda Kimerling
Diane King - Broadway Dance Center
Raymond Klausen
Judy & Peter Knudsen
Sandy Krakoff
Robert Krinsky
Caroline Lieberman
The José Limón Dance Foundation
Dame Celia Lipton Farris
William Ivey Long Studios
Ketty & Francois Maisonrouge
Mr. & Mrs. Dudley Mecum
Alexis Mersentes
Bruce Michael
David Mindel
Helayna Minsk
Nancy & Michael Neuman - C. Properties
Nevada Ballet Theatre - James Canfield
New Jersey Ballet - Nancy Hartmann
New York Theater Ballet - Diana Byer
The Honorable Mary Ourisman
Melinda Paltrow
Parsons Dance - David Parsons
Marcia Penn, Ph.D
Kriena Raffin
Sandra & Richard Rippe
MJ & Tom Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Rosenblum
Janice & Donald Rosenthal
Michael Alan Salem
Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP
Rita & Lawrence Schneider
Screen Actors Guild - New York Division
Philip Seldon
The Shubert Organization, Inc.
Linda Stocknoff
Daphne Telfeyan
Georgia Tetradis
Theatrical Stage Employees, Local One I.A.T.S.E., AFL-CIO
Three Sisters of Palm Beach, Inc.
The Towbes Foundation
US Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management
Weinberg Family Foundation
Whitney Williams
Gail K. Worth
Ingrid Yonke
Neil Yperifanos
Barbara & Salvatore Zichichi
Scott Zwerner
$250-$499
George Albrecht
Samuel Bennett
Richard Block
Minx Boren
Elaine F. Brodey
Carolyn E. Buckley
Susan Burke
Fiory Cardinale
Claire Chasanoff
Rae Cherry
Tiffany & George S. Cloutier
Andrew Clunn
Yolande DeBonvouloir
Nancy DeMatteis
Veronica Furlo
Sue Gering
Charles Gray
Vickie Halmos
Joseph Harris
Cris Herrera, Brown, Harris, Stevens Realty
Michael Ing
Marjorie S. Isaac
Robert P. Leidy Jr.
Susan & Dr. Laurence Lerner
Neil Lipton - Spivak Lipton LLP
Gene Maggio
Carla Mann
Cheryl Marshman
Marylynne McGlone
Vicky McLoughlin
Marietta Muina McNulty
Terry L Eber - Mendozza & Joseph S. Mendozza
Joan & Scott Merlis
Denise & William Meyer Foundation
Anita J. H. Michaels
Elizabeth Miller - Stage Directors and Choreographers Society
Ann Miller
Mary Ann Palermo
Todd Peter
Susan Petros
Crystal & David Porter
Sonja Reese
William Rooney
Frances G. Scaife
Tomasina & James Schiro
Vera & Julio Serrano
Ellen Setliff
Mr. & Mrs. Andy Singer
Selina Sikrus
The Spero Charitable Foundation
Ethel J. Steindl
John H. Surowek Gallery
Alice & Dan Swistel
Margaretta Taylor
James V. Tiganis Jr.
Diane Tosi
Lee & Marvin Traub
Melinda W. & Claude H. Trucks Jr.
Brian Vaas
Margaret Vaughn
Joan Vogel
Lori Rosecrans Weiselblatt
Lauri K. Welthero
Beverly Yeager
Helene Zipper

$100-$249
Brenda Anderson
Ballet Hispanico - Eduardo Vilaro
Kenneth Bartels
Antonia & Philippe Bernard
Ronald Bianchi
Bonnie Borooan
Boston Ballet - Mikko Nissinen
Diane Bower
Kathryn Gabler & Melvyn L. Cantor
Jill & Gianni Cereda
Cincinnati Ballet - Victoria Morgan
Colorado Ballet - Gil Boggs
Joel Coopersmith
Dr. J. Stuart Cumming
Dance New Jersey - Macada Brandl
Dance Theatre of Harlem - Virginia Johnson
Dayton Ballet-Kathy Reed
Justine DiCostanzo - NY Pilates
Emily F. DiMaggio
Edward R. Downe, Jr.
June Dyson
Elizabeth Eaton
Howard Edelstein
Katherine Edgar
Ellen G. Estes
Lucy G. Feller
Bonnie Franklin
Dr. Jane Galasso
The GE Foundation
Lor & Michael Gehret
Jim Goodrich
Susan Greenberg
Cathie Gum
Linda Hamilton, Ph.D & William G.Hamilton, M.D.
Frank Hess
Robert Israel, D.D.S.
Suzie Jary & Eric Pratt
Amy Kahn
Dorothy Kochiras
Ms. Margaret M. Kreischer
Renee Landegger
Allison Leo
Marc Lipman
Judith Little
Peggy Lyman Hayes
Liane Maroney
Pamela & Alfredo Matarcotta
Stephen Mattoon
Deanna McBrearty
Milwaukee Ballet - Michael Pink
Ewan Miryfees
Mark Morris Dance Group - Mark Morris
James Mueller
Barbara Myers - Myers Ball Foundation
James Naughton
New Jersey Ballet - Carolyn Clark Killingsworth
Paula Sarnoff Oreck
Richard Organisciak
Aaron Orlovski
Pacific Northwest Ballet - Peter Boal
Sabrina Pagan
Pennsylvania Ballet - Roy Kaiser
Sabra Perry
Katherine Persky
Ken Petretti Productions
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre - Terrence Orr
Katie Ribis
San Diego Ballet - Robin Morgan
San Francisco Ballet - Helgi Tomasson
Louis Santillana
Danielle & George Schneider
Lois Schwartz
Smuin Ballet - Jo Ellen Arntz
Sharon Spivak
Dr. Martin Stein
Mrs. Paul Van Der Grift

$99 and under
Phoebe Abelow
Carol Aerenson
Robin Allen
Jonathon Appels
Sally & Warren Baker
Nancy Ball
Molly Balsley
Jeri Beaumont
Robert Bielka
Melinda Bower Mueller
Michele Boyer
Deanne Brown
Jacques Burgering
David Chase
Cheryl A. Clark
Andrea Harris & Steven B. Cohen
Judy Coopersmith
Yvonne Curry
Michael Dinwidie
Joanne Edgar
Regina Eros
Albertossy Espinoza
Renee-Noelle Felice
Maria Francesconi
Evan K. Friedman
Seiji Gammage
Monica Gerard Sharp & Ali Wambold
Victoria Harris
Sally & Elliot Heller
Joyce Hensley
Doris & Leo Hoenig
Kelly Hogan
Susan & Eric Holtz
Emmanuel Kladitis
Stephenie Lawton
Susan Leboff & Bruce Weiner
Mary Louise
Jeffrey Luke
Terry Marone
Natalie Curtis Metzger
Caroll Michaels
Dick Moore and Associates
Alexandra Nadal & Eugene Slavin
Michon Peacock
Robert J. Petza
Constance H. Poster
Deborah Reshotko
Lee Russell
Suzy Saltzman
Dianna Saunders Bellomo
Sharon Sobol Saks
Kirk Sprinkles
Susan Stern
Lynn Sullivan
Russ Tamblyn
Tara Tyrrell
Miriam Wesson
Mary Lou Westerfield
Jennifer Williams

Sandra Teger & David Waks
Debra Weiss

$99 AND UNDER
Phoebe Abelow
Carol Aerenson
Robin Allen
Jonathon Appels
Sally & Warren Baker
Nancy Ball
Molly Balsley
Jeri Beaumont
Robert Bielka
Melinda Bower Mueller
Michele Boyer
Deanne Brown
Jacques Burgering
David Chase
Cheryl A. Clark
Andrea Harris & Steven B. Cohen
Judy Coopersmith
Yvonne Curry
Michael Dinwidie
Joanne Edgar
Regina Eros
Albertossy Espinoza
Renee-Noelle Felice
Maria Francesconi
Evan K. Friedman
Seiji Gammage
Monica Gerard Sharp & Ali Wambold
Victoria Harris
Sally & Elliot Heller
Joyce Hensley
Doris & Leo Hoenig
Kelly Hogan
Susan & Eric Holtz
Emmanuel Kladitis
Stephenie Lawton
Susan Leboff & Bruce Weiner
Mary Louise
Jeffrey Luke
Terry Marone
Natalie Curtis Metzger
Caroll Michaels
Dick Moore and Associates
Alexandra Nadal & Eugene Slavin
Michon Peacock
Robert J. Petza
Constance H. Poster
Deborah Reshotko
Lee Russell
Suzy Saltzman
Dianna Saunders Bellomo
Sharon Sobol Saks
Kirk Sprinkles
Susan Stern
Lynn Sullivan
Russ Tamblyn
Tara Tyrrell
Miriam Wesson
Mary Lou Westerfield
Jennifer Williams
Counseling and self-realization

Career counseling is a forum for the most direct and results-oriented engagement between dancer-clients and counselors; as well as dancer-clients and their peers. Career counseling is the organization’s most in-depth program and the foundation upon which all its other services are built.

Individual Counseling

One-on-one counseling

Individualized counseling enables the organization to directly address the unique concerns of each dancer-client. One-on-one counseling is often a performer’s first direct interaction with the organization as he/she begins to recognize the necessity of planning for a life beyond dance and address issues related to career changes. Face-to-face counseling is therefore invaluable in its role in assuring dancers that the organization will be alongside them through each step of the transition process. Counselors utilize Myers-Briggs personality assessment tools to help dancer-clients understand their own personal needs and interests and to begin evaluating choices for the future. Specifically, career counselors adhere to the following rubric:

- An individual self-assessment to determine the special aptitudes and career interests of the dancer-client
- The identification of career options
- The creation of a strategic plan toward a specific career path
- The identification of necessary preparatory degrees or certification programs
- Allocation of additional sources of funding for education and retraining
- A review of networking tips within chosen fields
- Résumé/cover letter preparation and job search methods
- Determination of the hiring process within specific professions
- Interview practice and advice
- Negotiation of responsibilities and compensation in a new job

Group Counseling

Focus and Support Groups

Focus and support groups allow dancer-clients to gather with their peers in a positive stress-free environment. Purposely small in size, focus and support groups are uniquely poised to destroy the isolationist stigma often associated with the career transition process. Dancer-clients discover that their peers in all areas of dance are encountering the same challenges and doubts which they are experiencing, which serve as a constructive counterpart to each participant’s one-on-one counseling.

Focus and support groups support two (2) specific need-based communities:

- The Business Group provides entrepreneurial dancers with practical business information and networking opportunities among fellow entrepreneurs and business practitioners.
- The Diamond Group consists of mature dancers to discuss the shared concerns of late career development, finances, health, work-related skills, and other aspects of their professional lives.

CareerLine

CareerLine, the organization’s nationwide toll-free telephone counseling hotline, allows dancer-clients outside of the New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago areas to make use of free career counseling via telephone. Recognizing both the geographic distribution as well as the rigorous touring schedules of performing artists, the inclusivity of CareerLine allows dancers to make an initial contact or continue previous counseling with Career Transition For Dancers no matter where their career may take them.

To Inspire

Career Conversations

Career Conversations are free seminars that expose dancers to the vast array of opportunities, resources, and career paths available. These seminars are geared toward both those dancers who are seeking guidance on jumpstarting the transition process and those who have begun to achieve a more finely-tuned awareness of the next step. Past Career Conversations topics include “How to balance your personal life and work schedule”, “What you need to know before returning to school”, and “How to start your own business.”

Dancer-clients who cannot attend live Career Conversations because of work, touring, or rehearsal schedules may access archival video footage of each seminar on the organization’s website. These seminars are also syndicated through iTunes to be downloaded to portable MP3 and video players for viewing on the go.
Stepping Into Hope & Change

Stepping Into Hope & Change are full-day career development conferences with sessions led by panels of industry experts and career counselors addressing issues such as: economic climate and conditions, career planning and forecasting, and self-discovery for transition preparation. Additionally, it provides a Networking/Resource Fair and break-out testimonials from successfully transitioned dancers. All of these elements are client/industry responsive and interactive.

Reaching Out

Local Outreach Project

Local Outreach Projects introduce dancers to Career Transition For Dancers’ programs through their colleagues and peers, encouraging them to institute long-term career plans while still dancing. Each project varies in structure, based on dancers’ interests, needs, and performance schedule. Our Local Outreach Project is an effective way to demonstrate how the issues of transition apply to all dancers while attendees are surrounded by their peers and organization alumni in a positive environment.

National Outreach Project

The National Outreach Project brings the organization’s individual and group counseling services to cities with a significant dance presence. These two-day seminars introduce dancers around the country to the organization’s signature counseling methodology so they can begin developing second careers while still performing. Throughout Part One, counselors use Career Transition For Dancers’ signature career exploration methodology to help dancers identify personal interests and skills, discover career possibilities for the future, and address the emotional aspects of change. Part Two is dedicated to thirty-minute, one-on-one career counseling appointments and follow-up information to those who wish to continue using the organization’s services.

National Outreach Projects allow the organization to reach the largest and most diverse audience possible - and most importantly, to spread awareness of its unique transition methodology within close-knit dance communities. Participants in National Outreach Projects regularly become the organization’s long-term Career Transition For Dancers dancer-clients, making extensive use of the CareerLine, financial assistance services, and online career resources.

Moves-Stories of Transition

Highlights the accomplishments of our nationwide dancer-clients, provides our audience with how-to videos and sources of inspiration.

Dancers on the Move

The monthly dancer-client specific e-newsletter informs dancers of upcoming programs, services and community events received by Career Transition For Dancers and partnering companies in their region.

Financial Assistance

Career Transition For Dancers’ educational scholarship and entrepreneurial grants are the second category in the organization’s collaborative programming structure, and were created to assist those dancer-clients whose new career paths require new degrees or skills, and whose fresh ideas require seed funding. Dancer-clients craft an educational or business plan during individual counseling sessions and proceed to work with the organization’s career counselor and grants administrator to secure funding toward their needs. While many dancers return to school following the end of their career in dance, many more are beginning to attend classes and pursue degrees while still performing. Career Transition For Dancers’ financial assistance program often means the difference between the confidence and ability to launch a new venture and the limitations of a dancers’ salary.

The organization’s financial assistance fund is divided into two programs:

The Caroline H. Newhouse Scholarship Fund

The Caroline H. Newhouse Scholarship Fund provides $2,000 grants to dancers pursuing an undergraduate degree, certifications or launching a new business. Eligible dancers must complete an application form and provide documentation of a work history in performance. The Newhouse Fund was established in 2002 by the organization’s Director Emerita Caroline H. Newhouse.

The Sono Osato Scholarship Program For Graduate Studies

The Sono Osato Scholarship Program For Graduate Studies provides $5,000 merit-based scholarships toward graduate degrees in fields other than dance performance. The Osato scholarship program was created to help dancers meet the substantial financial commitments that come with the pursuit of a graduate-level degree. Areas of graduate study supported by the scholarship include professional degrees, the medical arts, the
social work professions, physical and social sciences, education, business and the humanities. The program was established in 2005 by a generous gift from renowned dancer and actress, Sono Osato.

**Career Resources**

Career resources make up the final category in Career Transition For Dancers’ cooperative services. These online resources help dancers to research new careers, remain up-to-date on the organization’s other programs, and reach out to alumni.

**Video Career Conversations**

Easily accessible in a variety of ways, Video Career Conversations are archival recordings of the organization’s live Career Conversations seminars. Video Career Conversations feature a panel of experts from a number of disciplines discussing a range of topics with transitioning dancers. Video Career Conversations - created to meet the on-demand scheduling needs of rehearsing and working dancers - are classified into six thematic categories and available for viewing directly on the organization’s website. Dancers may also subscribe to the videos via RSS feeds and iTunes and download them onto portable MP3 and video players for on-the-go access.

**National Career Network**

The National Career Network is a searchable online database connecting transitioning dancers with professionals interested in offering their own experience in a wide variety of non-dance fields. Dancers using the National Career Network can search by career field and/or alma mater to locate and network with professionals working in 15 fields ranging from arts administration to law and government. The National Career Network is essential to ensuring that transitioning dancers continue to receive long-term support from both Career Transition For Dancers and their own community as they navigate a new career field.

**Transition Links**

Transition Links are a collection of external resources aggregated on careertransition.org which reflect and reinforce the organization’s services. Categories such as career counseling, assessment and job search; financial aid for college; dance publications; and performing arts unions link to guides, tools, and resources all of which have been selected and evaluated by Career Transition For Dancers’ career counselors.

**MovingOn**

The organization’s semi-annual newsletter is read by over 60,000 current and former dancer-clients, funders, and other members of the dance community in print and online. The newsletter provides helpful career transition information, spotlights dancer-clients who have successfully completed a career transition, and features updates on the organization’s bi-coastal programs, a message from the President of the Board, fundraising and planned giving information, and an annual list of contributors. MovingOn connects our dancer-clients and donors with the organization; inspiring, engaging, and informing our constituency about our valuable programming and plans for the upcoming year.

**Website (careertransition.org)**

Career Transition For Dancers’ website is the organization’s central networking and outreach resource hub. The website provides dancers with the tools and information to begin planning for their transition while still dancing and empowers them with ongoing on-demand information over the course of their transition process – all on their own time and at a pace that is comfortable for each individual. The website houses all of the organization’s other career resources (as described above) as well as a history of the organization and donation and contact information. With the advent and advancement of web 2.0 and social networking, the website will continue to evolve and integrate the most up-to-date technology and peer-to-peer interactivity options. Careertransition.org is generously underwritten, in part, by Rolex Watch USA.

Pre-Gala Luncheon hosted by Rolex Watch USA. L-R: Gala Chairs: Board Member, Ann Van Ness; Irene Shen; Jane Powell; Michele Herbert; Rolex Watch USA’s President & CEO, Stewart Wicht; Board Vice President, Anka K. Palitz; Board Member, Janice Becker. (Photo by: JeremyDavisPhotoNYC.com)

**Resource Centers**

The organization’s New York and Los Angeles offices maintain Resource Centers for use by all dancers. The Resource Centers contain career development literature, university guides and course lists, listings of financial aid opportunities, archived copies of the organization’s newsletter, testimonials from current and former dancer-clients, job postings, computers and printers for résumé and portfolio creation, and access to the organization’s online career resources. Dancers visiting the New York and Los Angeles offices for career counseling appointments often spend significant time in the Resource Center gathering support materials both before and after their appointment. The organization is currently developing a plan to place all of the Resource Center’s materials online for unlimited nationwide access.
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OFFICES:

New York:
The Caroline & Theodore
Newhouse Center for Dancers
165 W 46 Street, Suite 701
New York, NY 10036
T 212 764 0172
F 212 764 0343
E info@careertransition.org

Los Angeles:
5757 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 455
Los Angeles, CA 90036
T 323 549 6680
F 323 549 6810
E info-la@careertransition.org

Chicago:
Career Transition For Dancers
At Hubbard Street Dance Center
1147 W Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
T 312 856 0234
F 312 456 8240
E info-chicago@careertransition.org
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Career Transition For Dancers admits eligible current, former, and future professional dancers of any race, color, sexual orientation, national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs and activities generally accorded or made available to its clients. The organization does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sexual orientation, age, national and ethnic origin in administration of its policies, scholarship awards and other organizational programs.
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